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ABSTRACT

Protein structure exhibits greater complexity and di-
versity than DNA structure, and usually affects the
interpretation of the function, interactions and bio-
logical annotations. Reduced amino acid alphabets
(Raaa) exhibit a powerful ability to decrease pro-
tein complexity and identify functional conserved re-
gions, which motivated us to create RaacFold. The
RaacFold provides 687 reduced amino acid clus-
ters (Raac) based on 58 reduction methods and
offers three analysis tools: Protein Analysis, Align
Analysis, and Multi Analysis. The Protein Analysis
and Align Analysis provide reduced representations
of sequence-structure according to physicochem-
ical similarities and computational biology strate-
gies. With the simplified representations, the protein
structure can be viewed more concise and clearer
to capture biological insight than the unreduced
structure. Thus, the design of artificial protein will
be more convenient, and redundant interference is
avoided. In addition, Multi Analysis allows users to
explore biophysical variation and conservation in
the evolution of protein structure and function. This
supplies important information for the identification
and exploration of the nonhomologous functions of
paralogs. Simultaneously, RaacFold provides pow-
erful 2D and 3D rendering performance with ad-
vanced parameters for sequences, structures, and
related annotations. RaacFold is freely available at
http://bioinfor.imu.edu.cn/raacfold.

GRAPHICAL ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

Proteins are essential to organisms. Decoding their struc-
tures can promote the exploration of function and molec-
ular mechanisms in depth. The standard alphabet of pro-
tein is usually composed of 20 natural amino acids, which
are shared from prokaryotes to eukaryotes (1). These amino
acids determine the structure and function of proteins.
However, whether there is a minimal amino acid alphabet
for modelling protein structure remains to be determined.
In addition, the frequency of amino acids and the size of
the alphabet are not constant in the process of evolution.
The alphabet used in the earliest protein synthesis is closely
related to the origin and early evolution of the genetic code
(2). Therefore, it is important to consider how many types
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of amino acids are required to form a biologically active
protein. Furthermore, could we design a functional protein
with a clear structure that contains fewer than 20 types of
amino acids? Can a simplified alphabet reveal a more unam-
biguous path to protein evolution? Answering these ques-
tions will provide a guideline for the design and synthesis of
proteins.

In the past few decades, considerable experimental ef-
fort has been made to reduce the standard alphabet (3–5).
In 1967, Morita et al. reported the presence of many �-
helices in soluble random polypeptides are only comprised
of three types of amino acids, including Ala, Glu and Lys
(6). In 1997, Riddle et al. suggested that five or more types
of residues seem necessary for a foldable protein. They suc-
cessfully reconstructed the well-ordered SH3 domain with
five types of amino acids (7). Reducing the alphabet can pro-
duce an active catalyst, which supports the notion that pri-
mordial enzymes possess low amino acid diversity. It may
be applied to synthesize enzymes with novel structures and
functions by combinatorial engineering strategies (8). Re-
cently, an alphabet size of 13 amino acids was used to re-
construct an ancestral nucleoside kinase with stable cat-
alytic activity (1). In computational biology, researchers are
seeking to simplify the amino acid alphabet, such as by re-
placing the generalized global model of the observed amino
acid substitution model (PAM and BLOSUM), which has
been used for particular protein families (9–11). In 1999,
Wang and Wang proposed the first knowledge-based theo-
retical algorithm for Raac by using residue–residue statis-
tical potentials (12). Subsequently, more reduced schemes
were published and demonstrated that the reduced alpha-
bets provided sufficient ability for capturing virtual protein
folds (8,13,14). The prospective studies of Raac have pro-
vided considerable insight into the early life alphabet, phy-
logenetic inference, and protein design.

Recently, the emergence of AlphaFold largely ex-
tended the protein structure data (15), and the demands
for analysing these data are increasing rapidly. In re-
cent decades, excellent structure visualization tools have
been proposed, including JSmol (jsmol.sf.net), 3Dmol
(3dmol.csb.pitt.edu), NGL Viewer (16), etc. These tools can
render sequences or structures based on natural amino acid
alphabet. However, they lack the functional connection be-
tween sequence and structure. As the most popular viewer,
Sehnal et al. provided a simple mapping relationship but in-
volves very poor knowledge of amino acids (17), which may
obscure the homology of the protein or underestimate the
functional consistency of the paralogs. Amino acid residues
are the principal contributor to the protein function (18).
And the size of the amino acid alphabet directly deter-
mines the complexity and computational handicap of pro-
tein analysis. The natural alphabet is harder to interpret in
protein function inference than reduced alphabets with a
smaller size, which also greatly affect the graphical repre-
sentation of proteins.

If proteins can be engineered using less than 20 types of
amino acid, the mapping between sequence and structure
becomes more apparent (13). Using the Raac, we have de-
veloped PseKRAAC (19), RAACbook (20), Raaclogo (21).
However, there is no tool currently available to analyse the
link between protein sequence and structure using Raac.

This mapping relation is helpful for uncovering the function
of complex protein. This opportunity motivated us to cre-
ate RaacFold. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
web-based sequence and structure viewer based on Raac.
RaacFold can be employed to decrease protein complexity,
identify conserved regions of functional domains, and offer
new insight into the biomacromolecule interaction.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Frontend

The frontend visualization is developed using Vue.js web
framework. It utilizes latest technologies in HTML5,
CSS and JavaScript, which are designed for modern
browsers to create a dynamically rendered webserver. The
graphic viewers are implemented using D3.js, ngl.js, and
three.js. The user request from web interface is sent to Nginx
via RESTful API to communicate to the backend server.

Backend

The backend API is implemented in Python using the
Django framework. MariaDB is used to store Raac data.
The data of Raac is collected from related journal articles
on PubMed and is manually curated to create the current
database. The database contains 687 Raac, which are gen-
erated based on 58 reduction methods. The annotations of
protein structure are collected from AlphaFold and PDB
databases. The current RaacFold contains 494 948 entries of
protein structures from 2951 species covering all of model
organisms. The server is hosted on Linux servers with 28
physical cores, which uses the Nginx HTTP as a gateway.
After the user uploads protein sequences or Uniprot ids to
the database and sets essential parameters, RaacFold tem-
porarily stores the inputs and creates a job with a unique ID.
The job is then submitted into a task queue, which will han-
dle the job asynchronously and allocate enough computing
resources. Once the job is processed, the frontend will gener-
ate the analytical report. RaacFold provides extensive help
and example case in navigating website and analysing re-
sults.

RESULTS

RaacFold contains three analysis tools: Protein Analysis,
Align Analysis, and Multi Analysis. All three tools offer
detailed analysis of simplified protein sequences and struc-
tures. Figure 1A and B shows an overview of RaacFold. In
this section, we will describe in more detail of how to use
the RaacFold to simplify protein sequences and structures.

Input data

For Protein Analysis, the input is protein ID/name; for
Align Analysis, the inputs are protein sequences contain-
ing one or several unaligned sequences in FASTA format.
The sequences can either be inputted directly or be up-
loaded from a FASTA file; for Multi Analysis, the inputs
are multiple sequence alignments (MSA) with equal length
in FASTA format (Figure 1A).
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Figure 1. The overview of RaacFold. (A) Input formats for three analysis tools. (B) The framework of database and service. (C) The main window of
webserver.

Raac scheme selection

The desired Raac scheme can be selected from the Raac Se-
lection in the Setting panel on the left (Figure 1C), where
the user can select different schemes and clusters. If the user
wants to know more about the Raac description, the ad-
ditional information can be viewed in Information panel
on the right of website. This panel contains 11 descrip-
tion items, including the reduction method, description, the

authors’ names, source name, PMID, and DOI and other
items. If the reduced scheme of interest is not found in
the options, the user can also supply their own customized
scheme. To do so, the user needs to select ‘custom’ in the
Scheme option, and then enter abbreviation of 20 amino
acids separated with ‘-’ character. From the custom Raac,
RaacFold will generate the corresponding reduced sequence
and structure in the Viewers.
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Main window

The main window displays the analysis results, which con-
tains four resizable panels: the Structure Viewer displays the
3D protein structure; the Sequence Viewer shows the pro-
tein sequences and topology information; the Setting panel
contains adjustable parameter for customization; the Infor-
mation panel provides extra analytical results (Figure 1C).
The size of each panel can be adjusted by moving the di-
viding line. It is worth noting that the Sequence Viewer and
Structure Viewer are interlinked. By highlighting the amino
acid sequences in the Sequence Viewer, the corresponding
region of protein structure is also selected. Additionally, the
structure can be configured with different aesthetic options
in the Setting panel, which allows the user to identify an ap-
parent association between the reduced sequence features
and the structures.

Sequence viewer

The Sequence Viewer (Figure 1C) contains natural and re-
duced amino acid sequences, motif logo, model confidence,
sequence conservation, and annotation features (signal pep-
tide, disulfide bond, active site, etc.). The reduced sequence
based on the Raac scheme and the natural sequence is lo-
cated in the first and second row, respectively. The conver-
sion from the natural sequence to the reduced sequence is
done by replacing the first letter of every amino acid with
the corresponding letter in the reduced cluster. For exam-
ple, if the 20 natural amino acids are clustered based on the
charge scheme (ED-ANCQGILMFPSTWYV-KR), which
contains three reduced clusters, they are negative (E), neu-
tral (A), positive (K), respectively. Any amino acid belongs
to the first cluster will be replaced with ‘E’ amino acid,
and so forth. In Multi Analysis, RaacLogo (21) is also dis-
played in this viewer. It contains the information entropy
used to evaluate the conservation of reduction, where each
cluster is represented by a color. The bottom portion of the
viewer contains detailed features of sequence annotation
that match the corresponding amino acids. And they can be
used for the exploration of protein functions. The rendering
sequence supplies png, svg, pdf formats for downloading.

Structure viewer

The Structure Viewer displays the rendered protein struc-
ture in 3D representation. Various aesthetic options can be
selected for customized display, including surfaces and vol-
umes (molecular surface, gaussian volume, etc.), secondary
structure (cartoon, ribbon, trace, etc.), and atoms (ball-
stick, space fill, points, etc.). For creating visually engag-
ing and interactive structure, the server provides advanced
rendering parameters, which contain material, shadow, con-
tour, roughness, etc.

Application

The most outstanding feature of RaacFold is the 3D visu-
alization of the structure with the reduced representations,
which reveal essential determinants of protein function. Al-
though the amino acid preferences were shown by simpli-
fied alphabet, they cannot link sequence and function di-

rectly because functional regions in structure may be dis-
persed in sequence. For example, after the alphabet was re-
spectively reduced by polarity and secondary structure, G-
protein coupled receptor 61 (GPR61) takes several distinct
regions of helix, and the 3D structure further shows a large
aggregation of nonpolar amino acids, suggesting the hy-
drophobicity of the transmembrane helices (Figure 2). In
3D visualization, the reduced representations of structure
give the spatial relationships of different amino acid clus-
ters, revealing the determinants of amino acid properties on
protein function.

Another powerful feature of RaacFold is the ability
to demonstrate functional differentiation of paralogs by
matching scattered sites to functional regions. In general,
when a residue is replaced by other similar amino acids, a
dramatic change in protein activity is unlikely. Conversely,
a disruptive change in the properties of residue site, such
as a positive charge turning into a negative charge or an
acid turning into a base, can lead to functional differenti-
ation of the proteins. Therefore, when the amino acid al-
phabet of paralogs is reduced by the same method and
parameters, the different regions can reflect the genera-
tion of nonhomologous functions of sequence and structure
to a certain extent. Alkylation repair protein B homolog
(ALKBH) and lysine-specific histone demethylase (KDM)
belong to the Fe-2OG dioxygenase family, and both have a
double stranded beta helix (DSBH) domain as the catalytic
core. However, ALKBH2 binds to double-stranded DNA
(22), while KDM4B is H3 histone specific (23). When the
amino acid alphabet was reduced according to the charge
method, the difference in the substrate binding region be-
tween ALKBH2 and KDM4B is evident (Figure 3). For
ALKBH2, three regions in the sequence clustered around
the substrate binding region carry a large amount of pos-
itive charges, resulting in strong selectivity for negatively
charged nucleic acids rather than H3 histone. In contrast,
the catalytic cleft of KDM4B is dominated by electrically
neutral amino acids, which is consistent with the character-
istics of binding H3 histone.

DISCUSSION

The complexity of the natural amino acid alphabet may ob-
scure the identification of conservative features in the pro-
tein sequence and structure. Natural amino acids with sim-
ilar biochemical properties, atomic arrangements, or fre-
quency distributions can be represented by a smaller group
of reduced alphabets, thereby having sufficient capacity for
capturing conservative features hidden in noise signals (5).
Based on reduced amino acid alphabets, we have devel-
oped the first Raac webserver PseKRAAC for feature ex-
traction of protein sequences (19) and the comprehensive
Raac database RaacBook for machine learning of protein
function prediction (20). Subsequently, the Raac method
was further applied to RaacLogo, a motif analysis service
for simplifying protein sequence (21).

Currently, RaacFold is the first integrated analysis plat-
form of protein sequence and structure that exhibits power-
ful ability in conservation, evolution, function, and mecha-
nistic analysis. The performance of RaacFold depends on
many factors. The selection of the Raac scheme and the
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Figure 2. The analysis of the GPR61 protein using reduction schemes. The natural amino acid structure of the G protein is displayed on the left. The
reduced protein structures by using polarity and secondary structure are displayed on the right, respectively.

Figure 3. The analysis of the ALKBH2 and KDM4B using Charge reduction scheme. The substrate binding area is marked by black lines.

quality of the submitted sequence are the two most crit-
ical factors. According to the deposit reduction informa-
tion provided by RaacFold webserver, users need to choose
the appropriate scheme to obtain the best result. For the
Multi Analysis tool, due to background noise existing in
the multiple sequences, the conservative signal and display
quality may be worse. Therefore, we suggest users to select
the input sequences by multiple sequence alignment (MSA),
which includes enough conserved regions. If the users need
a high-quality reduced structure, we recommend they em-
ploy more Raac schemes and advanced structure rendering
options.

RaacFold shows better sensitivity in decreasing protein
complexity and capturing the conservative features hidden

in the noise signals. For computational and experimen-
tal biologists, it has the potential to become an integral
part of protein analysis, which include homology detection,
evolutionary inference, and function prediction. Further-
more, this webserver may provide new insight into the pro-
tein design in synthetic biology. In future, the RaacFold
will be continuously maintained with user feedback, and
keep pace with the constant change from Alphafold/PDB
databases.

DATA AVAILABILITY

The webserver is available at http://bioinfor.imu.edu.cn/
raacfold.
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